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Abstract

itors, projectors, printers, input devices, PDAs, and phones [23]

Recently there has been an increase in the development of technologies for resource discovery, since for example, resources
such as printers, mail boxes, memory space, and disk space are
available in every network, ready to be used for any host. This
has been caused, in part, by the growth in the popularity of
portable devices such as laptops, PDAs, and cell phones which
require configuration each time they attach to a new network
segment. Since the configuration of such devices is tedious
and sometimes complicated, there have been some attempts
in past years to solve this problem, such as the DHCP approach.

Currently, resources such as mail boxes, printers, and disk
space are readily available at any network. Devices such as
PDAs and cell phones are capable of accessing them. The
growth in the popularity of this kind of portable devices has increased the need to develop technology for connecting to these
resources. Further study in this area will lead us eventually to
the definition of pervasive computing stated above: computers
everywhere at any time. But more importantly, computers and
resources at the right moment.
In this scenario, it is easy to see that communication among
the desegregated devices has to be wireless, since many
devices are nomadic. Also, it is desirable that the connection
be plug-and-play because configuring devices each time that
they move is clearly tedious and complicated.

This paper focuses on the bandwidth analysis of two new
approaches for dealing with resource discovery: the Service
Location Protocol (SLP) and Jini. This work is particularly
important since the communication among the devices is often
wireless, whereas bandwidth is a limited resource. We present
equations for characterizing the usage of bandwidth made by
SLP and Jini, based on their specification, on previous work
and experiments.
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1 Introduction

In order for the computers or devices to become pervasive,
many software and hardware technologies have to be developed and deployed. Currently there are several technologies
available in the market for this purpose. These technologies
range from frameworks to protocols and hardware-based
technologies. All these technologies and further developments
in this area are very important for the full deployment of
pervasive computing.

Pervasive computing or ubiquitous computing is a new concept
in computer science. Several attempts have been made to
define what pervasive computing is. For example, Birnbaum
defined it as acomputer hidden in so called information
appliances such as washing machines and furnaces [7]. More
recently Ciarleta and Dima define a layer model for pervasive
computing [8]. The aim of all this work has been to provide a
standard definition. A rough definition of Pervasive Computing
could be computers everywhere at anytime. The term Desegregated Computing can be used as well to denote devices with
small processors embedded and interconnected, such as mon-

Some examples of frameworks are the Salutation framework
[9] and Home Audio/Video interoperability (HAVi) [22]. The
resource discovery protocols, which allow the desegregated
devices to find each other and perhaps to talk to each other are
also available in the market. For example the Service Location
Protocol (SLP) [15], Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) [11], HP JetSend [24], Universal Plug-and-Play
(UPnP) [10], Bluetooth [13], and Jini [21]. Some of these
technologies are more than a simple discovery protocol. For
instance, Jini allows the devices to talk to each other as well.
Finally, there are other technologies, mainly hardware-based,
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that can work with the aforementioned technologies in order to
speed up the communication among the desegregated devices.
Some examples of these technologies are the Universal Serial
Bus [16], FireWire (IEEE 1394) [1], and Home Phoneline
Networking Alliance (HPNA) [4].



This paper focuses on the analysis of bandwidth usage by
resource discovery protocols of two main technologies: SLP
and Jini. SLP is in itself a resource discovery protocol whereas
Jini makes use of the Join/Discovery protocol.
As it was mentioned above, the wireless communication
among the desegregated devices is desirable. Therefore this
sort of analysis is relevant since bandwidth is a limited resource
and some of the devices might not have enough power for
many or long transmissions.

Directory Agent (DA). Their primary function is to implement a repository of services where the clients can look for
particular services given particular attributes. A DA catches the advertisements from the SAs, collects information
from the advertisements of SAs, and replies on behalf of
SAs to UAs when they request a particular service.
User Agent (UA). A UA is a client of the services. It looks
for and requires services with particular characteristics by
sending queries about services to the DAs or directly to
the SAs.

UAs and SAs can discover the DAs by different means, such
as:




Based on the SLP and Jini specifications, as an extension of
previous work [6], and experiments, we developed equations
for characterizing the bandwidth usage made by Jini and SLP.
These equations are used to simulate the bandwidth used by
SLP and Jini, given a number of desegregated devices.



Active discovery. SAs and UAs multicast SLP requests.
Passive discovery. DAs multicast advertisement messages
on a periodic basis by announcing their presence.
UAs and SAs can learn the location of DAs by using the
DHCP options for Service Location (SLP DA Option). DHCP servers configured with this option can distribute the
DA addresses to the agents that require them.

SLP has the notion of the scope, which is an unadministrative domain. For example, a group can be a department
within a company. UAs, SAs and DAs are members of a scope.
UAs send a ServiceRequest only to SAs and DAs supporting
their scope. The purpose of the scope is to provide scalability
limiting the network coverage of a request and the number of
replies.

Section 2 gives an introduction to these two technologies. It
is followed by a presentation of our bandwidth usage in Section
3. Finally some conclusions are given in section 4.

2 Background
This section gives an overview of how Jini and SLP work.

SLP allows a configuration without DAs. It addresses two
modes of operation:

2.1 Service Location Protocol



The Service Location (SRVLOC) group is an active group in
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). They published
in 1997 the SLP Version 1 [25] and in 1999 the SLP Version
2 [15]. SLP is the IETF standard for resource discovery of
desegregated devices.



2.1.1 How it works
SLPv2 is a framework for resource discovery that makes use of
three entities:



Service Agent (SA). Services are resources that can be
used by a device, a user, a program or another service.
Some examples are memory space, printers, and mailboxes. In general any resource available in the network is
potentially a service. An SA provides services advertising
them by multicast or broadcast. An SA also intercepts and
replies to queries about its services with a service access
point. An SA registers its service with a DA when it is
present.

Without DAs. UAs send, using IP multicast or broadcast, ServiceRequests to SAs. SAs are listening to a wellknown port and, when they find a match between a requested service and the service they offer, they reply to
the UAs using unicast.
With DAs. UAs, SAs, and DAs are members of scope.
UAs and SAs communicate with DAs supporting their scope using unicast UDP or TCP. DAs are listening on a
well-known port. SAs register their offer of service with
DAs in their scope. UAs send queries to the DAs supporting their scope. If a DA finds a match between a requested
service and a registered service, it replies to the UA.

Figure 1 illustrates a common scenario when working
with SLP. The operation mode is with DAs using an active
discovery. It is assumed that the SA, UA, and DA are members
of the same scope. This scenario works as follows: the SA
and UA discover the DA by multicasting a ServiceRequest.
The ServiceRequest message sets the parameter Type to
service:Directory-Agent. Every DA that listens to this message
responds with a unicast message called DAAdvertisment that
2
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The service URL, used to advertise services, contains the
location of the service (IP address, port number and an optional
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and their default values. It is a value/pair list. SAs advertise
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and services to access the SLP functionality and it features C
and Java bindings. The API contains interfaces for the clients,
for example for the discovery process. It also contains interfaces for servers such as for advertising. Finally, the OpenSLP
project, an open source implementation of SLP for commercial
and non-commercial applications, is under development by the
SRVLOC working group [3].
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2.1.2 Additional Features
SLP has also been designed to provide some security, support
for browsing operations, and operations over IPv6.

Figure 1: SLP Operation

The security mechanism addressed by SLP is the authentication of the sender through digital signatures that can be
generated by any cryptographic technique such as public key
cryptography. This works as follow: An SA can include a digital signature in its registration message. Then a DA can verify
the signature before registering or deregistering the SA and
when a ServiceReplay message is sent, the message includes
the signature. In this way, the UA can verify the signature of
the service before accepting it. The DAAdvertisement message
generated by the DAs can also include a digital signature.

contains the URL of the DA.
Then the SA registers with the DA in its scope. The
parameters of the ServiceRegistration message are a URL, Type
and Attributes of the service. The SA gets back a ServiceAcknowledgment, which is an error code. On the other hand,
after the discovering process the UA can look for a particular
service by sending a ServiceRequest to the DA specifying the
Type and Predicate over attributes of the service needed. If
the DA matches the Service Request with a registered service,
it replies with a URL of the service requested. Otherwise it
remains silent. Afterwards, the UA can establish a connection
with the SA.

SLP includes several features that can be used to support
service browsers. For example, SLP defines the Service Type
Request and Attribute Request messages. The Service Type
Request is used by the UAs to discover all the service types
available and the Attribute Request messages are used by the
UAs to obtain all the attributes of a particular service, which is
sent as parameter. The parameter can be either a service type
or a service instance. The response to these messages includes
all the information needed to build an SLP browser.

In the abscence of DAs, SLP defines the multicast convergence algorithm for dealing with the number of multicast
or broadcast requests from the UAs when they are looking
for a particular service. This algorithm specifies that a ServiceRequest is transmitted no more than four times over a
period of 15 seconds. The message Service Request contains a
field called Previous Responder List. The list contains the IP
addresses of the SAs that have returned Service Replys so far

Finally, although there is no current standard for the operation of SLP over IPv6, there has been a lot of work in this
field so far. Some of the changes needed are the service URLs
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and the addresses used for the multicast operations, which need
to support the IPv6 specification. In general, all the addresses
involved in SLP need to support IPv6.

2.2 Jini Technology



Jini [21] is a coordination framework written in Java and developed by Sun Microsystems. In the development of Jini, many
people from the industry and academia were involved. However, it is important to mention the work done by David Gelernter
at Yale University and Nick Carriero who built the Linda coordination model using Tuple Spaces [2]. The evolution of Linda
led to the JavaSpaces technology that eventually evolved into
Jini.
2.2.1 How it works
Jini has the concept of service which is analogous to the SA
concept in SLP. Jini defines five key concepts: discovery,
lookup, leasing, remove events, and transactions [20].






Remote Events. One of the strengths of Jini is its support
for distributed events. Events may occur within an object and other objects may register with it their interest in
such events. Then, when the event occurs, they are notified. This is done via the Java Remote Method Invocation
(RMI) [19].
Transactions. A transaction is a set of wrapped operations.
The operations can be part of one service or part of several
services in the network. Using Jini Transactions either the
whole set of operations succeeds or fails; there is no partial
success. This sort of operation is particular useful when
dealing with distributed databases. The two-phase commit
(2PC) protocol is widely used by distributed databases for
dealing with a set of operations that need to be performed
as one operation. The Jini Transaction model only defines
the interface for coordinating the 2PC protocol. The implementation of the interfaces is left to the user.

One possible scenario, and perhaps the most common,
demonstrating how Jini works is shown in Figure 2. Note
that this figure is very similar to Figure 1 which illustrates the
operation of SLP. Jini based its operation on three protocols
called discovery, join, and lookup protocol [21].

Discovery. The discovery process is very similar to the
SLP discovery process. The main purpose of this process
is to locate lookup services which, in turn, contain references to services available in the network.

The discovery protocol is used by service providers and
clients to discover the lookup services in the network. The discovery protocol makes use of three different protocols that can
be used for discovering lookup services in different situations.

Lookup. Lookup services are analogous to the DAs in
SLP. Lookup services store an object, which is a proxy of the service, for every service registered with them.
It is also possible that lookup services include proxies of
other lookup services, allowing in this way a hierarchical
lookup. Further more, the lookup services can contain objects that encapsulate other naming or directory services
not supported by Java or Jini. In this way, Jini implements
a mechanism for creating bridges between the Jini lookup
services and other types of lookup services such as the
SLP DAs. The Jini services are clustered in communities
called groups, which are analogous to the scopes in SLP.
The groups have names and it is possible for lookup services to be part of more than one group.





Leasing. The access to any service in Jini is lease-based.
The lease is granted by the service provider and it guarantees the access to the service for a fixed period of time.
Leases are negotiated between the service provider and the
client using a simple protocol. The clients ask for a lease
time and the service provider replies with the time granted.
The time granted ranges from not granting the service to
providing the time requested. If the service is not renewed
before the lease time expires the resource is freed. In Jini,
services can use third party services to manage their leases on their behalf. Thus service providers can focus on
implementing their services and somebody else will take
care of the leasing.
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Multicast request protocol. It is similar to the active discovery in SLP. Its operation is shown in Figure 2. In this
scenario the discoverer, which is the entity that wishes to
contact the lookup service, multicasts a UDP request. The
lookup service is listening to a well-known port for an incoming request. The request contains, besides other fields,
the groups in which the discoverer is interested and a list
of lookup services that are already known by the discoverer. When the request is received by the lookup service,
it replies with a message via unicast TCP.
Announcement request protocol. It is similar to the passive discovery in SLP. The lookup service multicasts on
a periodic basis a UDP message advertising its presence.
The announce message contains a list of groups of which
the lookup service is a member. When the discoverers,
listening to a well-known port for announce messages,
receive the announce message, they reply with a unicast
TCP message. This reply is similar to the request used by
discoverers in the multicast request protocol. Finally, the
lookup service replies back with a unicast TCP message.
Unicast discovery protocol. This protocol is used by the
discoverers when they know the address of the lookup
service. In this situation, the discoverer delivers a request message via TCP unicast to the lookup service. The
lookup service replies with a unicast TCP message.

Service
Provider

Lookup
Service

delegated to a third party.

Client

For joining a Jini community, service providers can use
the register method on the lookup service proxy. Service
providers register with the lookup service by uploading a
proxy. The proxy defines a Java interface of the service,
specifying the methods supported by the service provider.
One of the parameters of this register method is the lease
period, which states how long the service will be available.
This lease time can be either granted or denied by the lookup
service. The lookup services respond by delivering a ServiceRegistration object. The ServiceRegistration object is
more than a simple acknowledgement. For example, it is possible to ask this object whether the lease period has been granted.

Multicast
Request
ServiceRegistrar
ServiceRegistrar.register

(serviceItem, leaseTime)
ServiceRegistration
Multicast
Request
ServiceRegistrar
ServiceRegistrar.lookup

Finally, clients can find services by calling the lookup
method on the lookup service proxy. The parameter is a
template specifying a set of attributes desirable in the service
looked for. As response, the lookup service delivers the proxy
of the service requested if it knows about the service requested.
Otherwise it responds with a Null value. This proxy is the
same that was uploaded by the service provider. After a client
downloads a service proxy, it can establish communication
with the service provider, since the downloaded proxy specifies
how to talk to the service.

(serviceTemplate)
Proxy
Communication
Communication

Key
Unicast
Multicast

The Jini specification mentions that when there are no lookup
services available, a client might use a technique called peer
lookup. In this scenario, the clients multicast the same request
packets, but they receive a direct response from the service
providers instead of the lookup service. From these replies, the
clients can select the services they are interested in and drop
the rest.

Figure 2: Jini Operation

Note that the last message in either of the previous protocols
is always a message from the lookup service to the discoverers,
which is sent via unicast TCP. This last message contains the
proxy of the lookup service. This proxy is serialized according
to the Java Object Serialization specification [18]. The proxy is
an object that implements the ServiceRegistrar interface. This
interface defines the methods needed by the discoverers to talk
to the lookup service.

2.2.2 Additional Features
Some important points to note about Jini are:



After the lookup services are discovered, the join protocol
and lookup protocols can be used. These two protocols are not
communication protocols. They only define a set of rules on
how well behaved Jini entities should join a Jini community
and how to look for a particular entity. These rules define,
for instance, what the entities should do in case of failure in
joining the community.




The process of finding the lookup services offered by a
service provider and then registering with them is called
discovery/join in the Jini architecture. The discovery/join
process occurs every time that a service is plugged in. And
in Jini, the process of discovering lookup services may be
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Two main strengths in Jini are its ability to move code
across the network and the use of leases. The leases make
it possible to keep an acqurate list of services available in
the network, although the lease characteristic is available
in SLP as well.
The services use objects for describing themselves, which
is an advantege over the attribute/value pair list used by
SLP. The service providers can use JavaBeans for their
descriptions.
As in SLP, the service interfaces must be standardized in
order that the client can understand what the services are
able to do.
The security in Jini is left to Java and RMI. Jini does not
address any specific means for dealing with security. For
example, Jini can make use of the policy files that Java

2 programs use. Anderson and Karlsson make a good
proposition for secure services in ad hoc networks in [5].

DAAdvertisment, an encapsulated ServiveAcknowlegement,
an encapsulated ServiceRegistration, an encapsulated ServiveRequest, an encapsulated ServiceReply, a URL, and a
Previous Responder list.

Finally, to be able to run Jini services there are some hardware and software requirements that the devices must support.
They must implement the TCP/IP and UDP stack with multicast. Regarding software requirements, the devices must support Java with the Jini extension in order to run a Jini service
provider or a Jini client. If the desegregated devices do not
have the Jini extension it is possible for them to download it
from another device if they support HTTP.

Let N be the number of SAs, M be the number of UAs, P
the service registration period, and L the service request period.
3.1.1 Discovery Process
The discovery of DAs is done through the solicitation process
in our scenario. We consider two possible cases without DAs
and with DAs.

3 Bandwidth Usage Analysis



This section describes a bandwidth usage analysis performed
on SLP and Jini. We first discuss SLP, followed by Jini. Our
results are based on the SLP specification, the Jini specification,
experiments and as an extension of a previous work [6]

3.1 SLP Analysis
There are many possible scenarios and different situations
when using SLP. We will focus on the one illustrated in
Figure 1, which shows a representative situation in SLP.

BUW ODAdSA = ESRV REQ  N  C
and

In that scenario there are three main processes: solicitation,
registration, and lookup. The solicitation process is represented by two types of messages: the ServiceRequest(Type) and
DAAdvertisment(URL). This process is executed by the SA
and UA.

BUW ODAdUA = ESRV REQ  M  C
where BUW ODAdSA is the bandwidth usage without DAs due to the discovery proces by the SAs and
BUW ODAdSA is the bandwidth usage without DAs due
to the discovery process by the UAs. The UAs and SAs
looking for a DA broadcast a ServiceRequest, with the appropiate parameter, C times. To make a fair comparison
with Jini, we will use the same constant in the Jini discovery process. We set C to seven in our simulation, since
that is the value used by Jini.

The second one is the registration process. This process
occurs when the SA registers with the DA. It uses two types of
messages the ServiceRegistration(URL, Types, Attributes) and
the ServiceAcknowledgement.
Finally, the lookup process executed by the UA. It uses two
kind of messages as well: ServiceRequest(Type, Predicate) and
ServiceReply(URL).



We compute an upper bound on bandwidth usage, in bytes,
by SLP in each of the processes and then we calculate the
overall bandwidth using that information.

With DAs. In this second situation, we assume a DA in our
scope. Therefore, after the first ServiceRequest message
sent by the SAs and UAs they get back a ServiceReply
ServiceRequest messages
message. The remaining C
are discarded by the DA. So,

1

BUW DAdSA = [(ESRV REQ + P R)  C
P R + EDAADV ER]  N

In the TCP/IP stack, SLP is placed over UDP 1 . SLP messages share a common header and are encapsulated within
UDP header, IP header, and network header (e.g. Ethernet
header).

and

BUW DAdUA = [(ESRV REQ + P R)  C
P R + EDAADV ER]  M

In the sequel, variables EDAADV ER, ESRV ACK ,
ESRV REG, ESRV RQST , ESRV RP LY , URL, and
P R respectively represent the size of an encapsulated
1 We

Without DAs. In this scenario where active discovery is
used, the UAs and SAs broadcast a ServiceRequest looking for a DA in their scope. For discovering DAs, the
parameter Type of the request is set to service:DirectoryAgent. Since there are no DAs in this scenario, no agent returns a reply. Therefore, let’s assume that the ServiceRequest messages are sent a constant C times. After
doing that, the agents remain silent, assuming that there
are no DAs available. We can illustrate this process with
the following formulas:

where BUW DAdSA is the bandwidth usage with a
DA due to the discovery process by the SAs and

consider SLP over UDP only.
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BUW DAdSA is the bandwidth usage with DA due to the

The amount of bandwidth generated by ServiceRequest
messages is the number of UAs times the service request frequency times the size of four encapsulated
ServiceRequest messages. If in the first ServiceRequest
message, the previous responder list is empty, in the second it contains the addresses of x% of the SAs, in the third
y% of the addresses, and in the fourth z % of the addresses.

discovery process by the UAs. The SAs and UAs broadcast their requests C times but only one of the request
is acknowledged with the DAAdvertisment message. The
ServiceRequest has a field for storing the services known.
Since the DA responds once, the ServiceRequest message
includes the address of the DA in all the requests but the
first one.

After the requests are received by the SA, they reply with
ServiceReplys messages. Note that every reply contains a
single URL. We assume that v % of the SAs return a reply
). The amount of bandwidth incurred to
(z  v 
ServiceReply messages is given by the following formula:

3.1.2 Registration Process

100

The registration process is only needed when there is at least
one DA in the scope. When there are no Das, this process
consumes zero bytes.

Rep1 = M  T=L  v=100 
N  (ESRV RP LY + URL)

In the presence of a single DA, over a duration of T seconds,
the amount of traffic, in bytes, generated by the registration
process is given by the following expression:

The amount of bandwidth due to ServiceReply messages
is the number of UAs that return a reply times the service
request frequency times the number of SAs times the size
of an encapsulated ServiceReply along with a URL (we
assume an average size for URLs).

BUW DAr = N  T=P  (ESRV REG + ESRV ACK )
BUW DAr is the bandwidth usage when there is a DA due to
the registration process. The amount of traffic generated by
registration is the number of SAs times the frequency of registration times the size of an encapsulated ServiceRegistration
message times the size of an encapsulated ServiceAcknowledge
message.



With a DA. In this case the multicast convergence algorithm is not applied. The amount of bandwidth due to ServiceRequest messages amounts to:

Req2 = M  T=L  ESRV RQST

3.1.3 Lookup Process

Every ServiceRequest message is sent using unicast to the
DA and all URLs matching the required service are packed
in a single ServiceReply message. We assume that v % of
the SAs offer a matching service. The amount of bandwidth therefore corresponds to:

The request process can involve two scenarios: with DAs and
without DAs. Note that this process, in both scenarios, involved two types of messages: ServiceRequest and ServiceReplys. Therefore, the bandwidth usage for both cases can be
represented by the following formulas:

Rep2 = M  T=L 
(ESRV RP LY + v=100  N  URL)

BUW ODAl = Req1 + Rep1
and

The amount of bandwidth due to ServiceReply messages
is the number of matches times the service request
frequency times the size of an encapsulated ServiceReply
message along with N URLs.

BUW DAl = Req2 + Rep2
BUW ODAl and BUW DAl are the bandwidth usage with
and without a DA due to the lookup process. The Req 1 , Rep1 ,
Req2 , and Rep2 represent the request and reply messages in
each scenario, without and with DAs.



3.1.4 Results
Without DAs. In this configuration, the multicast convergence algorithm is applied. Let us suppose that x% of the
SAs reply after a first request, y % after a second request,
and z after a third (x  y  z 
). The amount of bandwidth generated by ServiceRequest messages is
modeled by the following formula:

%

In a configuration without DAs, the overall amount of bandwidth BUW ODA generated is expressed by the following equation:

100

BUW ODA = BUW ODAdSA + BUW ODAdUA +
BUW ODAl

Req1 = M  T=L  [4 
ESRV RQST + P R  N  (x + y + z )=100]

(1)

This formula expresses the traffic due to discovery and
lookup process with N SAs and M UAs over a period of T
7
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Figure 3: Bandwidth usage of a configuration with SAs and
UAs only.
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Figure 4: Bandwidth usage of a configuration with a DA, SAs,
and UAs.

seconds. Figure 3 plots the usage of bandwidth if T is fixed to
one hour and L to 15 minutes (other fields in SLP messages
such as service Type, scope-list, and Predicate are assigned
representative values). Percentages x, y , and z are respectively
set to 5, 8, and 10.

With the addition of a DA, bandwidth usage is less as long as
the amount of traffic genereted by the discovery process (Previous Responder list and DAAdvertisment messages) and the
registration process (ServiceRegistration and ServiceAcknowledgement messages are less than the amount of traffic generated
by the lookup process, which includes the three retransmissions of the ServiceRequest message used by the multicast convergence algorithm plus the ServiceReply messages. Nevertheless,
it tells us that if the number of optional retransmissions by the
multicast convergence algorithm can be limited, the bandwidth
usage of a configuration without DAs approaches the one with
a DA while not having the overhead of a DA.

In this representative situation, usage of bandwidth is more
sensitive to the number of UAs than to the number of SAs. In
a configuration with a DA, the overall amount of bandwidth
BUW DA generated is expressed as the following formula:

BUW DA = BUW DAdSA + BUW DAdUA +
BUW DAr + BUW DAl

20

70

(2)

3.2

This equations show the traffic due to discovery, registration
and request processes, with N SAs, and M UAs, over a period
of T seconds. Figure 4 plots the usage of bandwidth if T is
fixed to one hour, L to 15 minutes, and P to five minutes.
Percentage v is set to 10. For this particular situation, that
may be considered representative, usage of bandwidth without
a DA is substantially higher than in the situation with a DA
(Figure 3) and it is more sensitive to the number of UAs than
the number of SAs.

Jini Analysis

We will follow the same idea of the previous subsection in
our Jini bandwidth usage analysis. We refer to Figure 2 for
our analysis of calculating an upper bound of a simple Jini
application.
The Jini application that we test is a simple Hello World
program that can be found in [12]. There is a service provider
which offers a service of the message Hello World. The lookup
service used is the one that comes with the Jini distribution,
called reggie. The client requests the Hello World service from
the lookup service. This in turn responds with a proxy of the
service. Once the proxy is obtained by the client, it displays
the message. The display of the message is implemented in the
proxy, not in the service, so there is no need of communication,
in this particular case, between the service provider and client.
We did not test the peer lookup technique.

It is interesting to isolate the condition under which bandwidth usage with a DA is less than bandwidth usage without a
DA, that is, the condition such that BUW DA < BUW ODA.
Simple algebraic manipulations and simplifications of Equations 1 and 2 lead to the following conclusion, BUW DA <
BUW ODA if and only if

[P R  (C 1) + EDAADV ER](N + M ) +
NT (ESRV REG + ESRV ACK ) <
P
3  SRV REQ + [N  P R  (x + y + z) +
ESRV RP LY  (vN 100)]

Jini makes use of RMI to achieve the communication
among the entities. RMI uses in turn a TCP connection.
First, we define the amount of traffic generated by an RMI

1
100

8

communication, and then we apply that formula to the Jini case.

P2SER + ::: + PNSER

RMI uses a TCP socket for communication. The amount of
traffic generated by TCP is modeled as the equation:

ACKRMI (RtrnV alue) = AckHdr + RtrnV alueSER

TT CP (X ) = T CP + T CP (X )X

where REQRMI P1 ; P2 ; :::; PN represents an RMI invocation of a method with parameters P 1 , P2 , :::, PN . The
ReqHdr includes bytes specifying the protocol plus bytes
specifying the object and the method invoked, giving a total
bytes. Then, we add the serialized parameters P 1 , P2 ,
of
to PN . ACKRMI RtrnV alue represents the response of a
byte header plus the
remote invocation, which includes a
serialized return value.

(
7

In the above, T CP represents the overhead of TCP due to
connection establishment and release, five packets of 66 bytes
each (Ethernet header 26 bytes, TCP header 20 bytes, IP header
20 bytes) for a total of 330 bytes. T CP X represents the
overhead due to segmentation and acknowledgments of each
individual data unit. It is defined as:

41

( )



2
H X
+1
T CP (X ) =
X MSS

34

)
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As in the SLP case, we consider the three processes involved
in the Jini operation: discovery, registration, and lookup. Some
of these processes use the Java RMI specification, whereas others use only UDP or TCP connections.

where H and MSS respectively correspond to the size of
headers of TCP and IP encapsulation and maximum segment
size (1460 bytes on most systems).

3.2.1 Discovery Process

RMI follows a simple protocol for the communication.
It uses two types of messages: requests and replies. The
objects invoking a remote method send a request over a TCP
connection and the remote method returns a value or an
exception over the same TCP connection. The RMI messages
include header and payload.

Figure 2, the discovery process, is represented by the MulticastRequest message and the ServiceRegistrar object. The Multicast Request is a UDP datagram, whereas the ServiceRegistrar
is a TCP communication. EJINIREQ represents the encapsulated multicast request, which includes the Ethernet, IP, and
UDP header. T SRV REG is the transmission of the lookup
service proxy, the ServiceRegistrar object. Since this transmission is done via TCP, T SRV REG is defined as follows:

The header of the RMI request messages includes, besides
other fields, an ID identifying the object and remote method
invoked. RMI specifies three different protocols for the
communication: StreamProtocol, MultiplexProtocol, and
SingleOpProtocol, which is specified in the RMI header. The
StreamProtocol only transmits the RMI packets over the TCP
connection. The MultiplexProtocol allows multiple sessions
over the same TCP connection. The SingleOpProtocol uses
the HTTP protocol on the top of the TCP protocol. It uses
Post and it is intended to be used when there are firewalls
between the remote objects. The payload of the request
contains the parameters of the method invoked remotely. Each
parameter is serialized according to the Java Serialization
Object specification.

T SRV REG = TT CP (SrvReg)

where SrvReg is the serialized ServiceRegistrar. The serialized ServiceRegistrar used by the reggie lookup service is
bytes long. Therefore the bandwidth usage by the service
providers and client during the discovery is:

701

BUJINIdSER = [(EJINIREQ + HEARDF ROM )
C HEARDF ROM + T SRV REG + DL]  N
BUJINIdCLI = [(EJINIREQ + HEARDF ROM )
C HEARDF ROM + T SRV REG + DL]  M

The reply message has an acknowledgment in the header.
The payload contains the object, primitive data type or exception returned by the method invoked. The object or primitive
data type returned or the exception raised are serialized
according to the Java Serialization Object specification. Thus,
assuming the use of the StreamProtocol, the RMI communication can be expressed as follows:

where BUJINIdSER is the bandwidth usage in Jini due to
the discovery process by the services and BUJINI dCLI is the
bandwidth usage due to the discovery process by the clients.
The multicast request packet includes a field called Heard From
in the payload for storing a list of the lookup services that have
responded. But the EJINIREQ variable does not include
this field. We add the variable HEARDF ROM to represents
this field. After the reply of the lookup service, all the following multicast request packets include the ID of the lookup
service in the Heard From field. We assume that the lookup
service always responds after the first request message, therefore HEARDF ROM is sent together with all the multicast

RMI (REQRMI (P1 ; P2 ; :::; PN ); ACKRMI (RtrnV alue)) = TCP +
TCP (REQRMI (P1 ; P2 ; :::; PN ))  REQRMI (P1 ; P2 ; :::; PN ) +
TCP (ACKRMI (RtrnV alue))  ACKRMI (RtrnV alue)

We
can
define
RMIReq (P1 ; P2 ; :::; PN )
RMIAck (RtrnV alue) as follows:
REQRMI (P1 ; P2 ; :::; PN ) = ReqHdr + P1SER +

(

)

and
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request messages but the first one, in which the Heard From
list is empty. The DL variable represents the amount, in bytes,
of the downloaded code needed by the service providers or the
clients to run the proxies or the Jini classes. This code is downloaded during the discovery process.

Bandwidth usage in bytes

1.2e+06
1e+06
800000
600000

3.2.2 Registration Process

400000
200000

The service providers register with the lookup service for a
lease period of time P and then the lease is renewed. In Figure 2, the registration process is represented by the invocation
of the method register on the ServiceRegistrar object with the
item that has been registered and a lease time as parameters.
The response is the ServiceRegistration object. For a period of
time T , with N service providers, the registration process can
be defined as follows:

BUJINIr = (T REG + (T=P
T RENEW LEASE )  N

1) 

where BUJINIr is the bandwidth usage due to the registration process in Jini, T REG is the transmission required for the
registration of the service, T RENEW LEASE is the transmission required for renewing the service lease. Since this process is done via RMI, these variables can be defined as follow:

T REG = RMI (REQRMI (serviceItem; leaseT ime);
ACKRMI (serviceRegistration))
and

T RENEW LEASE = RMI (REQRMI (leaseT ime);
ACKRMI ())
The serviceItem is an object of type ServiceItem that includes
the proxy of the service provider, attributes, and service ID,
whereas the leaseTime is a long value. The lookup service
returns an object that implements the ServiceRegistration interface. Note that the renew process does not return any value. The service provider can call the method getExpiration()
to know if the lease was granted. We assume that the lease is
always granted.
3.2.3 Lookup Process
Clients look for services by asking for the service proxies to the
lookup service. In Figure 2, the lookup process is represented
by the invocation of the method lookup on the ServiceRegistrar
object. The response is the proxy of the service requested. With
M clients discovering at a ratio of T=L independent services,
the lookup process can be defined as follow:

BUJINIl = T LOOKUP  M  T=L
where BUJINIl is the bandwidth usage due to the lookup process, T LOOKUP is the bandwidth usage due to the lookup
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Figure 5: Bandwidth usage of JINI without downloading code.

queries. This process is done via RMI. Therefore, we can define it as follows:

T LOOKUP

= RMI (REQRMI (serviceT emplate);
ACKRMI (anObject))

The serviceTemplate parameter is an object that specifies the
attributes, type and service ID of the service needed. The object
returned by the invocation of the lookup method is the proxy
of the service requested. If there are many services known by
the lookup service that match the lookup request, the lookup
service returns only one, which is chosen randomly. If there is
no matching, it returns an object with a Null value. We assume
that the service is always found.
3.2.4 Results
Based on the equations presented in the previous sections the
overrall amount of communication used by Jini BUJINI is:

BUJINI = BUJINIdSER + BUJINIdCLI +
BUJINIReg + BUJINIl

(3)

Figure 5 plots the usage of bandwidth of Jini based on the
last equation. Variables N , M , T , P , and L are set as in
Subsection 3.1. The other parameters are set according to
the Hello World example mentioned above. In particular, the
variable DL is set to , which means that the service providers
and client do not need download code for running the lookup
service proxy.

0

The Jini architecture is similar to the SLP architecture with
DA. However Figure 5 shows a higher use of the bandwidth,
even though no code was downloaded. Figure 6 plots Equation 3 when we take in account the code downloaded. In
our experiments, the size of the code was approximately 60
10

SLP architecture with a DA. It is important to mention that
Jini might need more bandwidth when the services providers
or clients need to download code for running the proxies or the
Jini classes. We showed that in this case the bandwidth usage
is more than 10 times higher than when there is no need of
downloading code.

Bandwidth usage in bytes
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Figure 6: Bandwidth usage of JINI downloading code.

Kbytes, we set DL to

60000.

Using Jini, it is possible to have communication between the
service providers and the clients through RMI. However, the
Hello World service is implemented in the proxy and therefore
there is no need of communication between the client and
service provider. We chose this example in order to make a
fair comparison with SLP, since SLP does not address the
communication between SAs and UAs.
There is also some traffic due to interactions with RMI
activation daemons. These interactions are required to start
Jini lookup services and service providers on demand. A RMI
daemon normally resides on each node on which a lookup
service and service provider are running. Hence, the RMI
activation daemon overhead does not necessarily produce
network traffic, just local traffic.

The advantages of SLP are that it is simple to implement,
OS independent and uses lower bandwidth in the case of the
configuration with DAs. However, SLP is only a string-based
protocol for discovery purposes, which does not address
communication among the desegregated devices. On the other
hand, Jini is flexible in implementing any service and it is OS
independent because of the JVM. Jini has as its main strength
the ability to move code, although this ability can be regarded
as a drawback since moving a small piece of code can involve
a lot of traffic in the network. Regarding security, SLP makes
use of digital signatures whereas Jini can use policy files. Jini
has heavy requirements, and the bandwidth usage is higher
than SLP although it is a more sophisticated system.
Finally, two other important technologies available in the
market are the Bluetooth and Universal Plug-and-Play. The first
one uses the Simple Discovery protocol for resource discovery,
whereas the second one uses the Simple Service Discovery Protocol. Further work might include these technologies in bandwidth usage analysis.
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